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POSTAL RATE AND FEE CHANGES, 2000 / Docket No. R2000-1 
A 

NOTICE OF THE UNlTED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 
OF FILING OF THE SECOND SET OF REVISIONS TO LIBRARY 

REFERENCE USPS-LR-I-150 AND THE TESTIMONY AND 
WORKPAPERS OF WITNESS KAY - ERR4TA 

(March .I 3,200O) 

The United States Postal Service hereby gives notice that it is filing today the 

second set of revisions to the testimony and supporting material of witness Kay. The 

genesis of all of these revisions is a supplemental analysis of BY 1996 advertising 

costs. The advertising costs originally employed for BY 1998 in the rate case were 

those identified in preparing the FY 1998 CRA Report. In recently preparing the FY 

1999 CRA, however, the Postal Service has used a more comprehensive approach to 

the analysis of advertising costs. These refinements allow better allocation of 

advertising costs to specific products and groups of products, in those instances in 

which such allocations are appropriate. When questions arose regarding the BY 1998 

advertising cost allocations reflected in witness Kay’s testimony as filed, the 

determination was made to do a supplemental analysis of FY 1998 advertising costs, 

using the new procedures developed for the FY 1999 CRA. The results of that analysis 

(which also revealed and corrected certain flaws in the original analysis caused by 

simple miscommunication) are reflected in the attached revised hard copy pages of LR- 

l-150 (Pages 5 and 5A), which serve as the inputs to witness Kay’s use of advertising 

costs for purposes of her incremental cost analysis. Changing those inputs led to the 

instant revisions in witness Kay’s testimony and workpapers. 
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In the testimony (USPS-T-23), the changes are as indicated on the attached 

sheet. Revised pages of the testimony are also attached. The individual products for 

which the incremental costs reported in Table 1A change are Express Mail, Priority 

Mail, Parcel Post, Money Orders, Post Office Boxes, and First-Class Mail Total Letters. 

(The reason First-Class Mail Total Letter incremental costs change is because the 

advel tising costs originally included there have now been reallocated to the slightly 

’ broader p;odlrct group of Correspondence, shown at the bottom of Table 1 A.) Several 

group product incremental costs change as well. Conforming changes are made to 

several pages of the text of the testimony, as necessary. 

With respect to LR-I-150, a replacement CD-ROM will be provided shortly. This 

CD-ROM will replace entirely that provided originally. The attached sheet (“Changes 

To USPS-LR-I-150”) describes the changes in the incremental cost model files that 

resulted in the changes in Tables 1A and 2A of the testimony. The only hardcopy pages 

of LR-I-150 that change will be to substitute the attached pages 5 and 5A to replace the 

original page 5. An attached sheet also lists the hardcopy pages of witness Kay’s 

workpapers that change as a result of the LR-I-150 spreadsheet changes. Seven 

copies of those changed workpaper pages will be provided to the Commission. 

Complete copies of those pages are available to the parties upon request to 

undersigned counsel. As information, copies of two workpaper pages are attached to 

this notice, as these summarize the new base year and TYAR advertising costs by 
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product, and will be of the most interest to the parties. 

Respecffilly submitted, 

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 

By its attorney: 

475 L’Enfant Plaza West, S.W. 
Washington, DC 20260-I 137 
(202) 268-2992 Fax -6402 
March 13,200O 

Eric P. Koetting ‘- 



Errata to Testimony of United States Postal Service Witness Kay, 

USPS-T-23 

‘(March 13,200O) 

1. Page 14. Updated Priority and Express product specific costs for C/S 16 

Advertising in Table 3. Priority product specific in Advertising changed 

from $32.9 million to $71.2 million. Express product specific in Advertising 

changed from $0.5 million to $0.9 million. Total product specific costs for 

Priority changed from $302.4 million to $340.7 million. Total product 

specific costs for Express changed from $225.5 million to $225.9 million. 

2. Page 16. Revised footnote 3 (which begins on page 15) to add the 

following paragraph: 

“Product specific costs of $18.5 million (TY 2001 AR) for Standard (B) Zone Rate 
were discovered after the filing of this Docket, in March of 2000. These product 
specific costs do not change the substance of this discussion, except that 
incremental costs for Zone Rate are now 2.6% higher than volume variable 
costs.” 

3. Page 17. Table 4. Change wlumn heading in last column to include 

“(Non-Product Specific)” 

4. Page 17. Revised line 11 from “...Money Orders is 39.6% higher.. .” to 

‘...Money Orders is 41.2% higher . ..” 

5. Page 17. Revised lines 14 and 15 from “. . . $5.6 million in Advertising 

costs in CS 16. These product specific costs account for 19% of the 

difference between incremental and volume...” to ‘...$8.0 million in 



Advertising costs in CS 18. These product specific costs account for 

21.7% of the difference between incremental and volume.. .” 

6. Page 17. Revised line 22 from “...62.4% of the difference” to ‘...60.0% of 

the difference.” 

7. Page 22. Table 1A. Incremental costs change for Total (FCM) Letters, 

Priority Mail, Express Mail, Parcels Zone Rate, Money Orders, Post Office 

Box, Correspondence, Advertising, and Expedited, causing changes in 

Rows 4, 8, 9, 10,31,35,45,49,51,52, 53, and 54. 

8. Page 23. Table 2A. Incremental costs change for any subclass 

combination which includes the subclasses for which costs changed in 

Table lA, causing changes in Rows l-15,20,25,29,32,34, and 36. 
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TABLE 3. 

PRODUCT SPECIFIC COSTS FOR PRIORITY AND EXPRESS MAIL (TY2001(AR)), 
IN MILLIONS ($000,000) 

Mail processing (CS 3) contributes significant product specific costs to both Priority 

and Express Mail. For Priority, the costs of providing dedicated manual Priority 

operations are considered incremental to that subclass, because these operations 

would be discontinued if Priority Mail were eliminated. With respect to Express mail, 

Dr. Bouo (USPS-T-15) discusses a group of mail processing operations that consist of 

a combination of costs that are fully volume variable and costs that are fixed. This 

group of cost pools contains fixed costs for work related to Express Mail, which are 

incremental to Express Mail. 

Intrinsic costs associated with providing certain types of air transportation contribute 

to the product specific costs for both Priority Mail and Express Mail. These premium 

costs, which are the costs over and above standard commercial airline costs, are 

product specific to Express on the Eagle Network and Western Networks, and product 

specific to Priority on the Christmas Network (C-Net). 
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There are also significant advertising costs for Priority Mail. These product specific 

costs are not volume variable, and contribute to the difference between volume variable 

and incremental cost. 

Table 2A shows additional product specific costs that add to the difference between 

volume variable and incremental cost for Express. These are comprised of product 

specific costs for Express mail administrative clerks and clerks/messengers in cost 

segment 3, and for city delivery carriers in cost segment 7. These include costs for 

drops and pickups from Express Mail facilities, costs for accessing Express mailboxes, 

and costs for fixed time at stop at Express mailboxes2 

Product specific costs for Priority are also found in cost segments 15, 16, 18, and 

19. 

In addition to the product specific costs listed in Table 3, there are hvo relatively 

small cost pools with volume variable cost where the entire amount of the driver is in 

Express Mail. The incremental cost for these components will equal the accrued cost 

for the component (see page 7 of this testimony). These cost pools include costs for 

loading of Express Mail boxes in CS 3.4 and the costs for window service clerks (CS 

3.2) to provide Express Mail services. 

1. First-Class, Periodicals, Standard (A), and Standard (6) 

These four mail classes are discussed together because they have a wmmon 

feature - none of individual subclasses within these mail classes have product specific 

costs3 Yet, the relationship between volume variable and incremental cost differs for 

’ These are actually six separate cost pools, as shown in my workpapers, lndudina DranlpU Eraress Mail 
Facility SPR. Drop/PU Express Mail Facility MLR. Access EM Box Colled S. _, _____ _ 
LTR. Time at Stop Collect EM Boxes SPR, and Time at Stop Collect EM Boxes LTR. 

._.--... s -._r.. - -T._- . ..-.. 
:PR~ Acces EM Box Collect 

’ The combination of two First-Class categories - Single Piece Letters and Presofl Letters - has a small 
amount of product specific cost. but if is only 0.1% of the difference between volume variable and 
incremental cost for these combined categories. 

15 
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the subclasses within these mail classes. This section will compare the difference 

between volume variable and incremental cost for the subclasses in First-Class, 

Periodicals, Standard (A) and Standard (9) that have the greatest volume variable cost. 

These are First-Class Single Piece, Periodicals Outside County Regular Rate, Standard 

(A) Regular Enhanced Carrier Route, and Standard (9) Zone Rate. 
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Incremental costs for First-Class Single Piece and Standard (A) Regular Enhanced 

Carrier Route mail are 5.5% and 5.9% higher than volume variable costs, respectively. 

However, incremental costs are less than 1% higher thorn volume variab!e costs for 

Regular Rate Periodicals and for Standard (9) Parcels Zone Rate. 

If all other conditions are equa?, mail subclasses with a larger share of the driver will 

have a larger difference between volume variable cost and incremental cost. Table 4 

compares the RPW volumes for selected mail subclasses with the percentage increase 

of incremental cost over volume variable cost. The mail subclasses with a higher 

percentage of RPW volumes have a larger percent difference between incremental and 

volume variable costs. 

Product specific costs of $18.5 million (TY 2001 AR) for Standard (S) Zone Rate were discovered after 
the filing of this Docket, in March of 2000. These pnxtucl specttk costs do not change the substance of 
this discussion, except that incremental costs for Zone Rate are now 2.6% higher than volume variable 
wsts. 

’ The assumption of ‘all else being equal’ is important here, because there are other fadon that may 
wntrlbute to the difference ktween volume vadable and incremental cost. The presence of large 
amounts of product specltic cost, as well as low volume variability, will also contribute to this difference. 

This discussion relating RPWvolume to the percentage increase in incremental cost is for illustrative 
purposes. For some cost components, the driver is not mail volume. For example. the driver for city 
carder access costs is the number of stops. Incremental cost is determined by the number of these stops 
that are for a single subclass. In the single delivery residential (SDR) cost pool for city carrier access, 
Standard (A) Regular ECR has a higher percentage of single subclass stops than First-Class Single 
Piece mail, leading to a larger incremental cost. Similatty, city carder load costs are driven by shape of 
mail. Flat shape mail has a lower volume vattabitiiy than letter shape. Standard (A) ECR has a higher 
proportion of flat shape mail volume than First-Class Single Piece, leading to a higher incremental cost. 

16 
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9 This section will highlight the two special services that show a large difference 

TABLE 4 
COMPARISON OF TY2001(AR) RPW VOLUMES WITH THE PERCENTAGE 

INCREASE OF (NON-PRODUCT SPECIFIC) INCREMENTAL OVER VOLUME 
VARIABLE COST 

Mail Subclass 

First-Class Single Piece 
Letters 
Periodicals Outside 
County Regular 
Standard (A) 
Commercial Standard 
ECR 
Standard (B) Zone 
Rzl,ts. 

RPW Volume, in Percent of Total RPW Percentage Increase 
Millions for All Subclasses of (Non-Product 

Specific) Incremental 
over Volume Variable 

52,078 25.5% 5.5% 

7,352 3.5% 0.9% 

32,020 15.8% 5.9% 

374 0.2% 0.9% 

2. Special Services 

10 between volume variable and incremental cost - Certified and Money Orders. 

11 Incremental cost for Certified mail is 18.9% higher than volume variable cost, while 

12 incremental cost for Money Orders is 41.2% higher than volume variable cost. 

13 

14 Money Orders has product specific costs in two components - $5.4 million for Money 

15 Order Division in CS 18, and $8.0 million in Advertising costs in CS 16. These product 

16 specific costs account for 21.7% of the difference between incremental and volume 

17 variable cost. Most of the remainder of the difference is due to the Money Orders cost 

18 pool in window service (CS 3.2). All of the volume variable costs in this cost pools are 

19 in the Money Orders special service. The incremental cost for this component will 

20 equal the accrued cost for the component (see page 7 of this testimony). This wst 

21 pool, combined with the dependent cost pool for window service supervision (CS 2) 

22 adds another $38.1 million to the difference between incremental and volume variable 

23 wst, 60.0% of the difference. 

24 

17 
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TABLE *A. BYlSSO AND lWOOl(AR) VOLUME VARIABLE AND INCREMENTAL COST FOR SUBCLABBEB AND USPS-T-23 

CLASSES 
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CHANGCS TO rJSP8 LR-I-I50 

Product specific costs for C/S 16 advertising have been updated, as 
shown in folder Support Materials, file BY98data.xls, pages 5 and 5A. 
Replacement pages are attached. The updated product specific costs have been 
entered into the incremental cost model, causing the following changes: 

Incremental Cost Model. Folder IC~ModellR00-i 

1. [IC-Forms.xls]PROD SPEC - New advertising product specific costs entered 
in column 5. 

2. [ICSummary.xls]Costspp - Incremental cost in wlumn 2 reflects new product 
specific advertising costs. Additional changes due to updated product 
specific costs appear in columns 3 and 7. 

3. [ICSummary.xls]lnputs PS - New advertising product specific costs in wlumn 
5. 

4. [ICSummary.xls]lC Independent - New incremental cost for advertising in 
column 58. New total incremental for independent components in column 75. 

5. [ICSummary.xls]lC All - New incremental cost for advertising in column 106. 
New total incremental cost for all components in wlumn 139. 

6. [ICSummary.xls]Prod Spec - New product specific costs for advertising in 
wlumn 13, with new product specific outputs in wlumn 18. 

7. [TYARIC.xls]Summary - New incremental cost reflecting updated test year 
advertising product specific costs in column 2. New incremental cost per 
RPW piece in column 5. 

8. vARIC.xls]Prod Spec - Calculation of advertising product specific costs 
changes in column 13. Total test year product specific in wlumn 18. 

9. [TYBRIC.xls]Summary - New incremental cost reflecting updated test year 
advertising product specific costs in column 2. New incremental cost per 
RPW piece in column 5. 

10. wBRIC.xls]Prod Spec - Calculation of advertising product specific costs 
changes in column 13. Total test year product specific in wlumn 18. 

Jncremental Cost Model, Folder IC Model/two-subclass 

11. [IC-Forms.xls]PROD SPEC - New advertising product specific costs entered 
in wlumn 5. 

12.[ICSummery.xls]Costspp - Incremental cost in column 2 reflects new product 
specific advertising costs. Additional changes due to updated product 
specific costs appear in columns 3 and 5. 

13. [ICSummary.xls]lnputs PS - New advertising product specific costs in wlumn 
5. Note that this worksheet may be hidden to facilitate printing. 

Page 1 
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14. [iCSummary.xls]lC I,G?pendent - New incremental cost for advertising in 
column 58. 

15.[ICSumma~~.xl;]ll; .%I 2 ?+I incremental cost for advertising in column 106. 
New total increlnentel cost for all components in column 139. 

16. [ICSummary.xls]Prod Spec - New product specific costs for advertising in 
column 13, with new product specific outputs in column 18. 

17. IP(ARIC.xls]Summary - New incremental cost including contingency 
reflecting updated test year advertising product specific costs in wlumn 2. 
New totalproduct specific costs including contingency in wlumn 3. New 
incremental cost per RPW piece in wlumn 5. 

18.~ARIC.xls]Prod Spec - Calculation of advertising product specific costs 
changes in column 13. Total test year product specific in column 18. Note 
that this worksheet may be hidden to facilitate printing. 

19. [TYBRIC.xls]Summary - NJ~ incremental cost including contingency 
reflecting updated test year advertising product specific costs in column, 2. 
New total product specific costs including contingency in column 3. New 
incremental cost per RPW piece in wlumn 5. 

20. rP(BRIC.xls]Prod Spec - Calculation of advertising product specific wsts 
changes in wlumn 13. Total test year product specific in column 18. Note 
that this worksheet may be hidden to facilitate printing. 

Page 2 
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FISCAL YEAR 1998 ADVERTISING COSTS 

l The aotual amount used for FY 1998 International advertking is $26.923 mitlion. which was the result 
of an independent examination of lntemational advetiing. using accouhting information reported 
under the International Business Unit’s finance numbers and woddng directy with the advertiing agencies. 

ROW PERCENTAGES ESTIMATED BY THE RESPONSIBLE PRODUCT/CHANNEL MANAGERS 
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SpecSetv Total 
I 

Money Orders 
PO Boxes 1 

$11,1S9,sl4 

60% S&927,61 1 
10% $1,115,951 

Balance To Other Spedal Services 
Special Services Proporlions Estimaled By Special Services Pmdud Manager 

EPS Pmporlions Estimated By Advertising Agency Based On Analysis of 
Relative Shares of 1999 Media and Pmdudion Expenses 

Page SA 
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CHANGES TO WORKPAPERS OF 
WITNESS KAY (USPS-T-23) 

MARCH 13,200O 

The changes in the LR-I-150 spreadsheets described separately cause 
changes in the hardcopy workpapors, srgpearlng on each of the following 
pages: 

DA-787 - 788 
llA-829 - 830 
DA-833 - 834 
llA-851 - 854 
IIA-902 - 903 
IIA-909 - 910 
IIA-913 - 914 

lllA-4 - 5 
lllA-272 - 275 
lllA-428 - 429 
lllA-887 - 890 

Only pages lllA-272 and 273 are attached, as those pages summarize the 
most relevant changes. Complete copies of all the changed pages are 
available to the parties upon request. 
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lX?OOl(AR) INCREMENTAL COST 
TEST YEAR INCREMENTAL COST MODEL 
TEST YEAR PRODUCT SPEClFlC COSTS 

l!l . 

1 2 3 
4 
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13 
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ALClJlAllONS 

NITS 
OLUMN SOURCEiNO?ES 

CNPONENT 
ASE YEAR INSTlTUlWWL COST 
ASE YEAR PlWWC7 SPECIFIC COST 
TOTAL LmERS 
CORRESPONOANCE 
PRIORITY MAIL 
EXPRESS MAIL 
ADVERTISING 
ZONE RATE 
INTERNATIONAL MAIL 
MONEY ORDERS 
PO BOXES 
SPECIAL SERVICES 

, IRSTmJnGRAL 
TOTAL LmERS 
CORRESPONOANCE 
PRIORITY MAIL 
‘EXPRESS MAIL 
AWERTISING 
ZONE RATE 
INTERNATIONAL MAIL 
MONEY ORDERS 
PO BOXES 
SPECIAL SERVICES 
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2a.s5! 
033 
9.24: 
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0.95: 
2.97% 
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FcsMmavJa 
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ModslBRepa(. 
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15.027 I 2.40( 
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3.S7% 2.m 

2.93% 3.53l 

4.97n 3.91’ 
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TY2OOl(AR) INCREMENTAL COST 
TEST YEAR INCREMENTAL COST MODEL 
TEST YEAR PRODUCT SPEClFlC COSTS 

CALCUIATIONS 

UmTs 
COLUMN SOURCE/NOTES 

25 TEST YEAR INSTITUTIONAL COST 
26 TEST YEAR PRODUCT SPECIFIC COST 
27 TOTAL LETTERS 
29 CORRESPONOANCE 
29 PRIORITY MAIL 
30 EXPRESS MAIL 
31 AMWITISINQ 
32 ZONE RATE 
33 INTERNATICNAL MAIL 
34 MONEY ORDERS 
3.5 PO BOXES 
38 SPECIAL SERVICES 
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270.200 
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71.190 
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24.974 
18.023 
24.184 

a.020 
l,Mn 

10,025 

-15..L22.L4~.L11112; Ll5..L22=L4..Lll I L2; 
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to S(ooo) 
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K5tnmR- K5fmmRaMamrd 

Modal B Reptxt. Model B Repat. 

445m! 105,550 

15.33 2,242 

13.071 4.180 

22,104 4241 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing document upon all 
participants of record in this proceeding in accordance with section 12 of the Rules of 
Practice. 

era 

Eric P. Koetting 
475 L’Enfant Plaza West, SW. 
Washington, DC. 20260-l 137 
(202) 266-2992 Fax -6402 
March 13.2000 


